WARFARE AND ANTHROPOPHAGY IN JALÉ SOCIETY
he custom of anthropophagy has recently been the focus of a I critical discussion of Claude Lévi-Strauss' epistemology and its methodological implications (Lévi-Strauss, n.d.; Shankman 1969) . T. D. Stewart (1969) has discussed the significance of anthropophagic behavior for evolutionary theories. As anyone who has ventured some research on cannibalism knows, a lack of reliable data and a wealth of prejudiced and conjectural explanations hampers its ethnological study. This paper offers descriptive data about anthropophagic practices among the Jalé people of West New Guinea.
ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND 2
The Jalé people, speakers of a language belonging to the Dani family, 3 have settled in compact villages along the valleys of the Jalémó in the Central Mountains of West New Guinea, an area roughly delineated by the geographical coordinates of 138° 15 ' and 139° 30' E longitude and 4° and 4° 20' S latitude. In the northeastern portion of this quadrangle live people who represent the northwesternmost offshoot of a vast non-Dani speaking population that inhabits the valleys east of. the Jalémó on both sides of the Central Range, probably extending to the upper Sobger River in the north and the Star Mountains in the south. To the west and Southwest of high ranges bordering the Jalémó live Dani people. On the basis of gross inferential computations, I estimate the size of the Jalé population to be around ten thousand. Altitudes of the settled regions vary between 1200 and 2000 meters.
In 1961 a Protestant Mission established first contact from the 1 I did fieldwork in Jalémó between October 1964 and July 1966. Research grants were provided by the Social Science Research Council and the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research. 2 With some modifications this section has also appeared in Koch 1968a. 3 See Bromley 1967. outside with the Jalé people. By 1966 change effected by mission activity was largely confined to and contingent upon the acceptance of a few technical instruments (iron axes and knives) and an increased influx of shells. These items had an immediately recognizable practical value and, as such, cöuld be readily incorporated into the traditional economie system. 4 No perceptible change had occurred in the people's social philosophy with the possible exception of an incipient recognition of values taught by the mission among a few schoolboys. The Jalémó had not been brought under government control. Warfare and selective anthropophagy were still endemic.
A group of villages that is separated from the nearest neighboring settlements by major tributaries of the main rivers or by low traverse ridges covered by brushwood forms a vaguely conceptualized demographic entity, which I have termed a 'district'. Settled areas that are separated by a main river or a major forested mountain ridge and that usually include several districts represent 'regions'. Neither region nor district are political divisions, although in times of war spatial proximity attaches a political significance to these geographical localities. Most villages are divided into two or more wards. These residential compounds consist of a cluster of domiciles (round with a conical roof), the largest of which is invariably the meti's house. The men's house, which is known as usaévam, "sacred house", is the domicile of all initiated males of the ward. As the locus of much ritual activity, the entry into this house and passage through its courtyard are prohibited for females and uninitiated boys. A family hut is primarily the home of a married woman and her uninitiated sons and unmarried daughters. In a polygynous marriage co-wives with their children may maintain a joint household, but more frequently they live in separate huts. Other co-residents of a woman are likely to be her own or her husband's widowed mother, as well as her recently married daughter, her daughterin-law, or her husband's brother's wife, all of whom may stay with her as long as each's husband has not built a family hut.
The Jalé divide their population into named exogamous moieties, each of which comprises a number of named sibs, whose members are widely dispersed over several regions of the Jalémó. One men's house may be the home of several lineages belonging to different sibs. Agnatic descent defines membership to both moiety and sib and rights of residence at a ward. There is substantial evidence from Jalé folk-history that the sibs were originally localized clans which became scattered over wider areas as a result of emigration caused by defeat in war, epidemics, and erop failures -catastrophes that still beset the people. Furthermore, the Jalé, in acknowledging a common affiliation with members of their sib, always refer to a place of origin rather than to an ancestor. In the absence of traceable genealogical connections, common residence at a ward or a village enhances the recognition of common kinship links among members of different lineages belonging to the same sib. In 1965, people from twenty-four different sibs lived in the village of Pasikni. Of these only six were represented by autochthonous lineages.
5
An Omaha type of kin classification 6 and the prohibition of marriage with a member of one's mother's patrilineage produces a fourfold categorization of a person's relatives outside his family. The first category comprises Ego's own agnatic relatives; the second contains his mother's agnates; the third his sister's children; and the fourth consists of two sets of affines, one comprising a man's wife's agnates, the other his sister's husband and his lineal kinsmen. Diverse jural relationships attach to the different roles a person maintains in this quadri-focal kinship web. Marriage, then, establishes a distinct set of affinal relationships with the agnatic descent group of the linking spouse. A woman's post-nuptial home is normally in the ward of her husband's men's house. Thus, viri-patrilocal residence separates a married woraan from her natal ward except in rare instances of ward endogamy or uxori-patrilocal residence.
The strict residential segregation of the sexes not only results in very different processes of socialization for both boys and girls but also correlates with the rigid separation of men and women in political and jural affairs and in ritual life. A nucleated household group is a purely domestic unit of production and consumption with no activities to share 5 Lineages are considered autochthonous if their ancestors are believed to have founded the men's house of their ward of residence or if their members are descendants of immigrants who settled at an established ward and acquired title to land on village territory provided that genealogical links between these immigrants and their living descendants are no longer traceable. The Jalé distinguish autochthons (jox-énap) from residents who are themselves recent immigrants or the descendants of known immigrants. 6 Lounsbury's reductions rules classify the Jalé system as Omaha-Type 1 with the terminological distinction of mo and mosi ("lineal mother" and "collateral mother" in Lounsbury's terms) characteristic of the Fox system (Lounsbury 1964 with other households except those based on personal ties of kinship and friendship and which are largely limited to occasional gathering outings. The residents of a men's house constitute a political as well as a ritual community. In fact, the wards are the most inclusive permanently politically operative segment in Jalé society and form the principal war-making unit in both intra-village and inter-village warfare. As a center of ritual activity, the men's house assumes its most conspicuous place in initiation ceremonies.
In the absence of political offices and of a formal system of thirdparty adjudication, few peaceful procedures exist to manage conflict. Consequently, an aggrieved party tends to resort to violence in the pursuit of his interests to obtain redress (Koch 1967) . Rank relations are structured by prestige gained through the acquisition of ritualistic knowledge, age, and successful transactional management of pig resources to the benefit of junior agnates and non-consanguinal co-residents, especially in the form of marriage considerations and contributions to obligatory compensatory payments to be made in connection with warfare activities. The solidarity of the corporate agnatic lineage, and, by extension, that of the group of co-resident male members of a ward, the men's house group, is ritually re-inforced through the initiation of its "sons". Moieties and sibs do not form corporate units having joint responsibilities in any organizational aspect of the society. Jalé economy, determined by climate, soil, and technology, conforms to a widespread New Guinea Highlands pattern -a shifting horticulture with slash-and-burn, drainage, and fencing techniques. Subsistence depends on pig raising and on cultivation of the sweet potato as the basic staple erop, plus taro, yam, and a variety of greens commonly found in the New Guinea Highlands. Supplementary gathering of forest products and hunting are done on a very limited scale. Though land resources are plentiful, the prolonged fallow periods necessary for a recovery of the ground requires periodic shifts of residence. Given an average erop season of eight to ten months, the Jalé leave their base villages about twice every year and take up residence in dispersed hamlets which are usually the settlements of people from one particular ward.
7 While for short periods most people of a village may stay in their garden hamlets during a horticultural season, independent planning of the different wards makes it impossible that the whole population is absent at any one time from their common settlement. WARFARE Jalé cannibalism must be analyzed in the context of warfare (tok), which I define as a catastrophic phase in processes of conflict management (Koch 1969) . According to this view military operations are indicative of the absence, inadequacy, or breakdown of other procedures designed to settle conflicts. Territorial gains and the conquest of resources are no objectives in any war among the Jalé people. Case histories show that the precipitating cause of the initial attack recognized as tok behavior is practically always a bodily injury or the killing of a person in the course of retaliatory actions. Retaliation may be for an offence such as adultery or theft, or for a breach of obligation, which usually means a failure to make compensatory pig payments under customary law.
The ritual preparation of a special arrow expresses intention to revenge a killing. This projectile carries skin torn from the victim's body during cremation, and it is shot directly into the hostile ward if military conditions permit. The act is believed to ensure a revenge killing. The men's house group which has scored a killing prepares a different kind of arrow which carries pig fat (a ritually used substance of diverse application), and it is ceremonially shot into the bush to induce the ghost of the slain enemy to depart.
In every war there is one person on either side known as antokalem-axón, "the man-at-the-root-of-the-arrow", who is held responsible for the outbreak of hostilities. These men are the parties to the original dispute which ultimately escalates into armed combat; neither need have inflicted the injury that precipitated the actual fighting. A man-at-theroot-of-the-arrow is liable for the compensation of all injuries and deaths suffered by his supporters on the battlefield as well as by anyone who is victimized in any enemy revenge actions executed before a peace settlement. Case data show that all wars can be terminated by mutual agreement of the principal parties at any time after the first battle as long as nobody has been maimed. Once someone has been seriously wounded or killed, especially if he is not one of the antok-alem-ênap (the man-at-the-root-of-the-arrow and his agnates), his kinsmen and other members of his men's house group seek revenge. They will advocate a continuation of the war unless they receive immediate satisfactory indemnification in pigs from the responsible party. However, while such payments may induce the victim's kinsmen to refrain from further fighting, every killing ultimately demands blood-revenge. They will therefore attempt to exact vengeance either in surreptitious ambush attacks or in the course of future wars in which they align themselves with other groups who fight against their enemy. Given the precarious nature of military alliances, the antok-alem-énap themselves try to avenge the death of a supporter lest the ill-feelings of the victim's relatives jeopardize them. What may prevent blood-revenge is the payment of a 'wergild-pig' from the enemy man-at-the-root-of-the-arrow or his kinsmen to the agnates or other consanguinal relatives of the dead person. Such arrangements are rare and, if my data are sufficiently representative, they are possible only between parties who live or once lived amicably in the same village. 'Wergild' indemnification is, apparently, claimed only by men who cannot rally support for a revenge attack and elect to abstain from solitary vengeance.
Jalé warfare is not a continuous day-to-day fighting. In prolonged intra-regional wars between two villages actual daily combat may occur on a few consecutive days only or, at most, extend over a week or two. Periods of continual fighting are separated by intervals of 'guarded harvesting' during which patrols of warriors escort groups of women to the gardens. Since the need for harvested food is the same for all belligerents, the beginning of a temporary cessation of the fighting is often arranged in back-and-forth shouting at the close of a day's battle.
After several weeks of discontinuous combat, anxiety over a famine caused by the long neglect of garden work militates against a prolongation of the fighting. An indefinite extension of a 'guarded-harvesting' period then constitutes a truce during which small bands of kinsmen and members of the men's house of a victim whose death has not been revenged on the battlefield make occasional clandestine ambush expeditions into enemy territory. On these forays pigs are captured from the foraging grounds of the hostile village if the raiders perceive no risk of immediate discovery. Since it is usually a revenge action of this kind that leads to a renewal of open warfare, vengeance expeditions increase in frequence and audacity when new gardens are ready to be harvested. Because of the constant threat of raiding and the danger of revenge attacks all wards of the belligenent villages evacuate their garden hamlets after the first battles have taken place.
Fighting on the battlefield follows a loosely organized pattern of individual engagements. The nature of arrow warfare, terrain conditions, and the greater danger of being hit if the warriors form attack units -all these factors make dispersed fighting positions a strategie expediency. On the other hand, such dispersal impedes any ready coordination of tactical measures.
Much combat activity on open ground deploys a 'shoot-and-run' technique by which a warrior advances as far as topographic features afford him cover, discharges one or more arrows, and then runs back to escape from the reach of enemy shots. In the course of a day's battle the fighting deteriorates several times into phases of relative tranquility during which both sides exchange arrows only sporadically. Fires are then lit on either side and small groups of warriors gather together to smoke and to discuss the fortunes of the battle, enumerating wounds received and inflicted and describing in which part of his body a victim was hit. They adjust armored vests and protective nets wrapped around the neck, count the arrows one has lost and those picked up, and exchange information about participants and spectators (who stay at safe uphill locations) from other villages. If one side has succeeded by massive attack in driving the enemy into his village or managed to surprise him before he takes up position on the outside, fighting becomes a snipe-shooting affair. Women and children always leave their wards if an invasion is imminent and take refuge with friends and relatives in other villages, A defensive action of last resort is for the men to retreat into the sacred men's house which a tabu protects from being burned, When a battle has reached this stage, the victorious warriors often begin to plunder and burn family huts. Extent and randomness of destruction seem to depend on the degree to which the various wards of the defeated village have become directly involved in the war in the course of past vengeance actions, and on the intensity of rancor and rage with which the battle has been fought. As war histories show, emigration of the besieged wards to allied or friendly villages in the night after the raid is their common fate. Emigration of the defeated group usually results in a permanent cessation of battle warfare, but hostilities linger on until a formal peace ceremony has reconciled the principal parties.
A formal peace requires the ceremonial slaughtering of a "kidney-pig" (angkerang-ampaxom), so called because the carcass is divided into 1 two halves by a continuous cut along the spine, so that one kidney remains attached to either half. 8 The "men-at^the-root-of-the-arrow" on both sides receive one half. If minor wars did not result in killing -and especially if no group was forced to abandon its ward -hostilities may also be ended informally by mutual assertions of the principal parties to the conflict that they have "laid down the arrows forever".
Theoretically either side may initiate a peace arrangement; in practice it is usually the group which has to fear a revenge killing that proposes the termination of hostilities. Peace offers (jéite) are made in the following marmer: the party proposing the settlement performs a dance within shouting distance of the enemy village communicating the peace message by singing a number of specific verses, traditionally used as "peace-songs" (jéite asinï). Should the others accept the offer, both sides may then arrange a ceremony of eating "kidney-pig". Whether or not they hold this ritual, each side invites the other to a dance in its village. The visiting groups perform these" dances, which last from afternoon to early morning, and people of the host village or ward present their affines and.friends among the dancers with pigs. Most of these pigs represent gifts made in the context of existing exchangerelationships.
The "kidney-pig", incidentally, need not be provided by either of the principal parties. A man from an allied ward who has a personal interest in a final settlement of the conflict may furnish the pig. In one case, a man whose co-resident sib-brother was killed in an inter-regional war provided angkerang ampoxom in order to terminate an intra-village war in which his ward was not a principal party. Only then could the village act in concerted warfare against the common enemy.
Every war creates diverse debt relationships which require payment and reciprocation of pigs. The "man-at-the-root-of-the-arrow" and his agnates must provide "guilt-pigs" (wam jóxarekma) for all men who have suffered serious injuries 9 and for the kinsmen of the dead. In addition, the "men-at-the-root-of-the-arrow" have to compensate allies from other wards and villages for their battle service with musan 10 pigs. "Guilt-pigs" have to be reciprocated with "spleen-pigs" (wam amólé) and musan compensation requires the return of érat 11 pigs. Most musan and érat pigs are given and received along already existing exchange lines between members of the belligerent ward and their allied affines and friends, and usually these prestations are made after dance performances at the donating group's wards. On the other hand, one delivers portions of musan pork to allied men's house groups as a whole on various occasions after the beginning of the war. Pigs captured on clandestine raids, for instanoe, are always shared in this way. 9 An injury is considered 'serious' if its treatment requires the slaughter of a pig for the curing ceremony. 10 musan = Oenanthe javanica. 11 érat = tree-stump.
Avenging the killing of a person to whom he is not related by consanguinal links entitles a man to a "head-pig" (wam óngkólmó) from the agnates of the victim whose death he has avenged. As "headmen" (óngkól-énap) he and his kinsmen can rely on unmitigated support in future conflicts of their own by the kinsmen of the avenged victim. "Head-pigs" like "guilt-pigs" require reciprocal érat pigs.
Martial songs heard at every dance keep alive memories of wars and killings of enemies. Many a story is cast into a traditional syntactic frame, often with only the names of persons and places changed to describe similar events that occurred in different wars. The verses exalt the valorous feats of one's own side, at the same time deriding the enemy's recreancy and humiliating defeats.
The following song was originally sung by a men's house group that had lost a member to the enemy:
The men who ate our younger brother will not eat our elder brother. The fóuomo 12 leaves will fall by themselves, the fóuomo leaves at Somók 13 will fall by themselves, the fóuomo leaves at Aiovam 13 will fall by themselves. The men who ate our elder brother will not eat our younger brother. The fóuomo leaves will fall by themselves.
Informants explained that the fóuomo plant represents the people who have resolved to avenge the killing of their kinsmen. The allusion to leaves falling by themselves means that they will die a natural death, i.e., will not die at the hands of the enemy.
Cannibalism in Jalémó is an integral part of a particular kind of war of which it is, in fact, the diacritic feature in Jalé military ideology. The Jalé distinguish between two types of warfare, tok wim and tok soli. Anthropophagic revenge actions both ideally and in common practice are included only in soli warfare.
14 While a wim war always ends within a few years and may last only for a day or two, a soli war usually endures for a much longer time and may extend over the period of a generation. Other differentiating aspects are even less precise but have, nevertheless, a general validity. A wim war occurs between two or more wards of the same village, between two segments of the same ward living temporarily at different localities such as garden hamlets, or between two or more villages 12 A Cordyline planted to solidify fences built in gardens to contain the soil. 13 Popular lookout places near the village. 14 An instance of extra-curricular cannibalism is described in Koch 1968b. located in the same district or in adjacent districts. Soli warfare, on the other hand, is normally waged between two villages separated by a wide river and/or by a mountain ridge and, hence, belonging ipso facto to different districts or regions. Informants repeatedly stated that "people whose face is known are not to be éaten". This means, in effect, that in case of war the people of villages A and B share a mutual immunity from anthropophagic victimization because of multiple affinal links, since these relationships determine the character and volume of communicative interaction between residents of two villages. Genealogical data show that in most locally exogamous marriages the wife's natal residence has been in a village located either in the district to which her husband's village belongs or in an adjacent district. The only intra-regional war f or which informants reported regular anthropophagic vengeance occurred when the fathers of the oldest people were young men (ca. 1900).
Since warfare cuts off all direct communication between inhabitants of the villages involved including visits by affines, a prolonged state of hostility may result in a redefinition of "people whose face is known". This happened, for example, in an inter-regional war which had continued for two decades at the time of my fieldwork. This war was fought between the Jaxólé Valley villages and people living in the Sévé Valley (see Map 2). The people of Hompokéi, a Jaxólé Valley village, whose territory extended farthest toward the country of the Sévé people with whom many affinal links existed had decided to maintain a neutral position. One day, however, it was discovered that Hompokéi men had surreptitiously accepted and consumed the leg of a man from another Jaxólé village. (This man's father had once killed a Hompokéi woman whose death had never been avenged.) In the revenge raid a combined force of warriors from several Jaxólé villages thoroughly defeated Hompokéi. lts people fled to the Sévé Valley. Those who failed to escape in time were killed and eaten. In all other intra-regional wars cannibalistn was limited to sporadic revenge actions after the cessation of battle warfare and confined to special situations in which the probability of retaliation was very low because of the victim's social and political position in his community. Generally this means that the victim had no autochthonous agnatic kinsmen at his place of residence. This was true, for example, in the case described in the appendix, where, in addition, the critically aggravating fact was that the victim's father had caused the war.
Other differences between wim and soli warfare are evident in strategy. In a soli war, firstly, warriors from several wards or even different villages may join in a revenge expedition into enemy terntory. In fact, in soli wars battles are accidents rather than the normal pattern of fighting. Since the distance between the hostile villages tavors warriors fighting on their own territory because of their intimate knowledge of the terrain, raiding parties have a definite tactical advantage. Secondly, the warriors execute vengeance indiscriminateiy upon any person whose natal or current residence in enemy country defines him as a suitable victim. Consequently, the kinsmen of persons killed in the war frequently exert revenge upon women from an enemy village who have married into an allied ward or village. Thirdly, men from a region that is not originally involved in the war may kill a person from one side and present the victim's body to the other for a reward in pigs. All of these features are not characteristic of a wim war, which always remains an aspect of a particular conflict that involves principally only two lineages or men's house groups. Soli wars favor the formation of multi-village alliances; wim hostilities strengthen traditional bonds between lineages and define new ami-ty links between particular wards.
ANTHROPOPHAGY
To obtain the body of a slain enemy is a true objective in soli warfare. Consequently, a raiding party attempts to surprise people who happen to be working alone in a distant garden. Traps discovered by search expeditions in forest country located between the hostile regions are also of tactical advantage. If circumstances indicate that the owner of the trap makes regular checks, a party may wait in ambush nearby on consecutive days. Since the Jalé highly value game, a successful trapping is kept secret from everyone but the hunter's closest relatives and those friends with whom he wishes to share the meat. For this reason the owner of the trap prefers to examine it either alone or, at most, in the company of one or two kinsmen or friends. Thus, as case data reveal, a visit to his trap may have fatal consequences for the hunter.
Whether or not the raiders carry a whole body from the place of killing depends on circumstances. If they assume that no one has witnessed the incident and that the probability of their being pursued or discovered is low, and if, also, the escape route is without extraordinary topographic obstacles, they prefer to transport the victim's body, tied to a pole, in one piece. If, on the other hand, adverse circumstances demand rapid travel the raiders split up the body and distribute the pieces for easier transport. Preferably they only divide the body with a cut around the waist; but if exigency requires, they sever head and limbs from the trunk. If a single man or a very few raiders have made the killing and delayed retrieval with the aid of others appears hazardous, only part of the body may actually be carried away. In this case a limb or one chunk is cut off the body.
When a raiding party retrieves the complete body, the men who have killed the enemy always present the body to an allied lineage that has lost a member in the war. If the victim for which revenge has been exacted happens to be an agnate of the men who did the killing, the body is given either to the victim's mother's agnates or to another lineage of his sib, whose members live in the same or in a neighboring village. The raiders do not take the body to the ward of the kin-group to whom they wish to deliver it. Rather, they send a messenger ahead to inform the recipients, who then go to meet the party and carry the load themselves for the last stretch of the way. As they accept the offer, the "owner(s) of the body" express admiration for the feat of their óngkól-énap, addressing them with namene! namene!, "my dog! my dog!". Upon their return to the village the "owner(s) of the body" present the "head-men" with a cooked pig whose meat has been seasoned with salt, making it a special delicacy. For several days the killing is celebrated with dancing and singing. Ordinarily the cooking takes place the day after the body has been delivered. Usually they choose a site on elevated ground close to the village for this purpose. If the victim's dress and possessions have not already been discarded at the place of the killing, they are usually burnt in the fire with which the stones for the earth-oven are heated. Informants said, however, that sometimes a man's bow, his shell ornaments and his boar tusk nose-plug have been given to the antok-alem-énap. Before the body is cut apart the eyes and the mouth are shut by piercing eyelids and lips with wingbones of bats (Pteropidae). The Jalé believe the victim's ghost can no longer see through these apertures and, therefore, cannot guide a revenge party to an enemy. They use these particular bones because the bat's wings are non-transparent.
When the head, being the first part to be severed from the body, has been cut off, a length of vine is fastened through mouth and throat or, if it is a male victim, it may be tied to the perforated septum or earlobe. The whole head is wrapped into leaves of a species of fig tree (Ficus dammaropsis) in order to enhance the efficacy of the other blinding devices. Puiling at the vine, a man now drags the head around while others shoot reeds into it. A rhythmic ritual shouting that is generally used in rites seeking to ward off malevolent ghosts accompanies this act. The Jalé believe that this treatment of the head ensures future revenge killings.
To remove and burn the reeds and the leaves is the next step in the process. Then a man moves the head, held by the vine, through the flames to burn off the hair. While this is done the men around shout, hori wamak! ésakhavóxók! Your brothers, may they come! We shall cook them! homaliki wamak ! ésakhavóxók! Your sons, may they come! We shall cook them! hamusi wamak! ésakhavóxók! Your mother's kinsmen, may they come! We shall cook them! [et cetera] él-siaxon wamak! ésakhavóxók! Those with bad eyes, may they come! We shall cook them! ampiang-siaxon wamak! ésakhavóxók! Those with bad noses, may they come! We shall cook them! ójók-siaxon wamak! ésakhavóxók! Those with bad legs, may they come! We shall cook them! These invocative incantations mean 'let your kinsmen and all your people including the disabled and afflicted come and meet your fate'. After this ritual overture the butchering begins. Three indsions are made with a bamboo knife to remove the head's fleshy portions. The first is a sagittal cut extending from the forehead to the neck; the second incision connects with the first at the forehead and cuts across the temples and along the mandibles; the third cut connects the first and the second from behind the ears to the base of the occipital. This technique yields three main portions: the face with the ears, the neck with the tongue, and the halves of the scalp. The Jaxólé Valley people ordinarily do not remove the brain, but informants said that old people have occasionally eaten brains.
The arms are severed from the body after the sternum has been split and the ribs along the spine broken with a stone adze. The thoracic section of the trunk thus remains initially attached to the arms. Incisions along the spine and the ilia cut off the legs. Obligations for sharing the meat require further partitions of the main portions by the "owner(s) of the body", but these are usually made after the cooking. Ordinarily, the genitals are given to the antok-alem-énap. If one leg is to be presented to them, which is a common practice, the genitals remain attached to this leg. If, as it is sometimes arranged, not a leg but the abdominal portion plus one arm is given to the antak-alem-énap, the genitals are left attached to the abdomen, which then requires a different incision. Genitals are never cooked together with the main parts in the oven. They are usually roasted and eaten by the very old; and while both men and women may eat penis and scrotum, a vulva is only eaten by women, since it is "their thing, their kind of skin", as the Jalé men explained with a mixture of amusement and disgust.
Before and during the butchering people who are preparing the oven, tending the fire, or just standing around appraise the victim. The sight of a tall muscular body in good health elicits especially ravenous responses, but a body of lesser grade.is applauded as well. When I once asked one of my very old informants, a rather skinny man, whether a lean body like his would be appreciated, he unhesitantly replied, "My grandson, an old body like my own tastes like a ripe banana". (No one present on the occasion except me considered this reply funny.) The display of the genitals offers a special attractiotii for the young; and exclamations like these are commonly made: , are roasted over the fire, but all main portions are steam-cooked in the earth-oven. While tubers such as sweet potatoes and taro must not be enclosed with humani meat, a variety of commonly used leafy vegetables and wild-growing greens are added. The center of the pit is reserved for the bundie containing j>arts that the "owner(s) of the body" reserve for themselves; the head portions, choice cuts from the limbs and the trunk; and the edible inner organs including heart, liver, kidneys, and lungs.
The entrails are taken to a nearby stream and, unlike pig intestines, are never washed out by women. They are roasted and eaten on the spot by both males and females. The places where human intestines have been washed out cannot also be used to clean pig entrails.
When the oven has been opened, the "owner(s) of the body" share out the meat and the vegetable food among the other kinsmen of the person whose death was revenged by the killing of the victim and among allied kin-groups of which a member was maimed or killed in the war. Those who did not attend the celebrations are later sent the pieces reserved for them. Often the victim's femora, tibiae, and humeri, and occasionally other bones as well, are placed in a tree near the cooking site, "so that", as the Jalé explained, "people traveling along there will say: 'look there, the bones of the man the [village] people cooked'."
Toward the end of the celebratioti the "owner(s) of the body" present their "head-men" with more "head-pigs". While the salted pig need not be reciprocated, for all other "head-pigs" the "head-men" are expected to return érat pigs at a future dance held at their ward. In an effort to entioe his kinsmen and other residents of his ward to make generous pig prestations to the "head-men", the "owner of the body" delivers a public speech of the following kind:
"For your kinsman, we have thus eaten, for your elder brother we have thus eaten, for your younger brother we have thus eaten, for your father we have thus eaten, for your mother's brother we have thus eaten,
[et cetera]
Our hearts were shadowed. Having eaten a man, my heart was sprinkled with water. In memory of my kinsman I lived with a broken heart. Having eaten a man my heart is firm again. The [name of the ward of the "head-men"] people have come. Don't say now 'My pig is my darling'! Come and bring pigs here where I am. Women and men, when you have come carrying [pigs] we cook them for the "head-men". For your kinsman we have cooked that man; just this one we have eaten; another man we shall not eat."
When the dancing and feasting are over, the men's house group to which the "owner(s) of the body" belong remove the victim's "breath" or "ghost" (both words are used) from the village. Ordinarily the man who worked as the principal butcher prepares the special arrow by which they make the ghost leave the village (see above). The ceremony is conducted in two parts. During the early night hours a procession of men rhythmically shouting the appropriate utterances and voicing in unison special whistling sounds leaves the village to deposit the device in a tree or brush some distance away. "Men-of-knowledge" make an address of the following kind: "In the morning we shall accompany you on your way home. You just keep going. Here you have been staying with strangers. Go now where you have your wife, your children, your kinsmen!"
The next morning, before sunrise, a group of men carry the arrow farther away into the forest and as close to the enemy territory as the situation permits. One warrior then shouts in the direction of the hostile villages and the following lines are spoken:
"We have accompanied you far enough. You just go on. We have given you of our things: stone adzes, cowrie shells and pigs. You came for these things. We have given them to you. You have stayed, and now we have taken you back. Just go home."
After this attempt to fooi the ghost into believing he is returning home from a successful trading trip, the men repeatedly exhale their breath in a vigorous manner toward the enemy villages. The action is believed to let escape the breath of the victim that entered the body of the people who ate of it. In a final act the return of the ghost is blocked by placing ritually effective plants to which spells have been affixed across the path.
Aside from these precautions and some tabus described below Jalé anthropophagy has no intrinsic 'religious' component. Informants always said that "we eat soli people because they ate one of ours and because it is something to eat that tastes very good". Nevertheless, some ritual restrictions define categories of people that a person cannot eat. These are members of his mother's sib, members of his father's mother's sib, and members of his mother's mother's sib. This prohibition applies also to the consumption of "head-pigs" that are received for the slaying of a person from any of these categories. The tabu requires a practical extension to a child's parent who is not directly affected if the victim belongs to one of the categories forbidden to the other parent. The Jalé fear that a person will transfer his participation in the consumption of the victim to his child by handling its food.
***
Given the quality of comparative data, an attempt to explain Jalé anthropophagy would be an unreasonably ambitious venture. Even a tentative hypothesis would require the prior establishment of a typology of cannibalistic practices in conjunction with those ecological and cultural variables that might show a statistically significant association with institutionalized anthropophagic customs. Yet even if a comparative analysis would yield a patterned configuration of variables, the task of explaining anthropophagy as a socio-psychological phenomeon stil! remains. Moreover, intrahuman killing and the consumption by man of a member of his own species are as much a problem in evolutionary bio-anthropology 15 as they are for ethnology and psychology, and it was no surprise for me to find that the enigmatic nature of cannibalism has induced many a scholar, including old-timer Aristotle, to speculate about its origin and psychological basis. As early as 1688 a treatise was published in Utrecht with the title De natura et moribus anthropophagorum, and over the past centuries philosophers, natural historians, and ethnologists have produced a veritable library on the subject. "Theories" purporting to explain why people practise anthropophagy encompass the usual range from evolutionary to psycho-analytic determinism. Ewald Volhard (1939) , who compiled the most coinprehensive ethnographic record of types and distribution of cannibalism, presents many different interpretations but ends up with another unicausal explanation: cannibalism supports a mythical identification of man and plant which -developed in the early neolithic --is preserved by societies belonging to an "aequatorial" Kulturkreis. In my judgement, not one hypothesis suggested elucidates plausibly the anthropophagy among the Jalé.
In Jalémó the eating of a slain enemy, in addition tO' its dietary value, means a symbolic expression of spite incorporated in an act of supreme vengeance. Violent retaliation, in turn, must be seen as a consequence of certain sociopsychological conditions which determine the degree of aggressive behavior expected and tolerated in their culture. Recent cross-cultural studies present convincing evidence that particular socialization practices 16 and the political fragmentation into small kin-based, autonomous, power groups 17 are critically related te Jalé bellicosity and violent conflict management. been seen." Comparative conflict data suggest that the transgression in this case and the fear of a soli war expedited the peace negotiations.
In November 1964 people from the village of Kévéangken plundered gardens adjacent to their village territory belonging to people from Nisikni, who had moved to a distant garden hamlet. The stealing had been going on for a few days, when a small group of women were discovered in flagrante by some women from Nisikni. Seeking redress a party of Nisikni men went to Kévéangken and shot two pigs in the foraging area. Since people saw the raiders carrying the booty toward their village, a band of Kévéangken men pursued them and succeeded in recapturing one of the pigs which the fugitives had to leave behind. In the skirmish one man from Kévéangken was fatally injured. He died the same day. The following morning an arrow carrying skin from the dead man's body was found in front of a Nisikni men's house, signalling the enemy's determination to avenge the death. A prolonged war ensued in which contingents from the villages of Sangkalpunu and Waléi fought on either side. Four men were killed: N. from Nisikni, Woru from Waléi fighting on the Nisikni side, and two men from Kévéangken. The battles ended by the end of February 1965.
The first to pilfer crops in the Nisikni gardens were a man named Sangóvéng and his wife. Being the "man-at-the-root-of-the-arrow" and having no agnates in Kévéangken, Sangóvéng feared the wrath of the kinsmen of those killed in the fighting and fled to the distant villages of Wanjok. Several months later his wife was indeed killed by kinsmen of one of the victims when she returned to Kévéangken for a visit.
Special circumstances facilitated the revenge of Woru's death a year after the last battles. Two sons of Woru's mother's sister, Saxal and Sómpé, were living with their maternal kinsmen in Kévéangken. One of them, Óakpuri, had taken care of Sangóvéng's 14-year-old son Selon and his little sister. On March 14, 1966, Sómpé moved his family to Waléi, where his mother's sister's son Kaltong, Woru's younger brother, housed them. The following day he enticed Sangóvéng's daughter to accompany him to the gardens. At the Saruk River which separates the territories of Kévéangken and Waléi he shot her dead and threw the body into the river. On March 16 -the girl's fate being still unknown -Sómpé asked Selon to help him harvest potatoes. Once they had reached the bottom of the Saruk River ravine, Sómpé severed the boy's head with his iron axe.
18 After hiding the body in a thicket, he went to Waléi and presented the victim to Kaltong with these words: "The hóu [edible leaves of Hibiscus manihot] I have put some place -are you going to eat, or don't you want?" Kaltong understood the message and accepted the offer with the following words:
"I have been thinking of eating lizards, I have been thinking of eating frogs, I have been thinking of eating birds, I have been thinking of eating insects, I have been thinking of eating worms. 19 As I have been thinking this, I am just going to eat!"
In the evening Kaltong, with the help of other men, carried the boy's body to the village and cooked it, spicing the meat, as informants repeatedly told me, "with the good salt you gave their wives when they came to trade vegetables." One leg was eaten by Kaltong and his kinsmen, the remainder of the meat was taken to Nisikni in the early night hours. After the trek had reached the village and deposited the load in front of the men's house of N.'s kinsmen, Kaltong addressed the men inside:
"You, which son of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which daughter of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which elder sibling of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which younger sibling of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which mother's brother of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which father's sister of yours is in Kévéangken? You, which mother's sister of yours is in Kévéangken?
A few additional cryptic phrases convinced the men inside the men's house that Kaltong had brought them a slain enemy. One man 20 replied:
"When Sampon was killed, you men from Walei put [no noun] into my mouth [saying] 'eat, eat!' -Aphéra's fathers Sépsép, Póréam, Kéléangéi, and Pusulo, they also had eaten one of theirs in lieu of a 'lung-pig' 21 before they went to Pasikni -I am a man from Nisikni, a man who did this, I am a man of tradition."
[Explanation: In a war which took place two generations ago, men from Waléi had also killed and cooked a man for their allies in Nisikni. The men mentioned belonged to a naxavéal lineage that was forced in the war to flee to Pinii. Their hosts later killed and cooked for them a man from their home village, referred to as "one of theirs." (Subs equently the naxavéal people came to the village of Pasikni in the Jaxólé Valley.) The speech answered Kaltong's suggestion that, as the recipients had no relatives in Kévéangken, nothing should prevent them from eating the body of the killed boy. Since, however, people from one original settlement founded the villages of Nisikni and Kévéangken the statement of acceptance appropriately mentioned the eating of a local man by the naxavéal men as a precedent.]
After the meat had been accepted with the customary ceremonial expressions of appreciation, the party from Waléi returned to their village. Three days after the killing of the boy, a group of Nisikni men descended halfway toward Kévéangken and performed a peaceoffering dance. Accepting the proposal to end hostilities, men from Kévéangken came up to them. Under mutual embraces the parties assured each other that they had "laid down the arrows" for good and promised to exchange invitations to dances consolidating the peace.
